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Dear ABC  ji: 

                       It would be a pleasure for us to be 

able to help you with your query. We have tried to 

address your query at priority along with BONUSEs 

to help you. 

 

 

Your Query: 

“would I get my complete inheritance or not of 

my father?”  

 

Your Birth details: 

 

Inheritance and Property /Legacy Matters 

Consultation Report!   

<br> 

email id  



xyz@gmail.com 

Month of birth 

15 

dob 

24 

year of birth 

1977 

time of birth 

0.783333333333 

first name 

A 

middle name 

 

last name 

B 

minutes of birth 

47 

hour of birth 

0.000 

place of birth 

Kanpur 

country 

India 

myTextBox value is = 

would I get my complete inheritance ? 

 

dob1 

Your Horoscope Details: 

 

 



 

 

 



 

What is the Role of Second House or bhava  and 

lord , Fourth House or bhava Lord, eighth 

House or bhava or Lord ,Ninth House or Bhava 

Lord & Eleventh House or Bhava Lord in 

Inheritance in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth 

Chart)? 

 

 The Role of Your Second House 

Lord(bhava) in Inheritance and property 

matters in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth 

Chart): 

 

 The second bhava or house deals with ,wealth 

flows ands money. So if there is connection of 

the second bhava or second bhava lord with the 

fourth house/or ninth house or say karaka 

moon and mars(mangal), there could be wealth 

flows or say lands related returns or fathers and 

mothers money in some form to the person 

 

 

 The Role of Your Fourth  House 

Lord(bhava) in Inheritance and property 

matters in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth 

Chart): 

 

 The fourth house and d4 directly deals with 

property and conveyances and mother. So it is 

one of the most important houses in inheritance 

and legacy. 

 



 A strong 4th bhava lord promises good property, 

and connection with the first bhava or lagna 

suggest good property inheritance , a strong 

connection with moon the karaka for mother 

suggest gains from maternal side. A strong 

connection with ninth bhav lord suggest gains 

from  father and inheritance. 

 

 To get more information and better 

corroboration a proper study the d4 divisional 

chart is needed. That’s covered as an extension 

of this report. 

 

 

 The Role of Your Eighth House Lord(bhava) 

in Inheritance and property matters in 

your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth Chart): 

 

 The eighth house plays an important role-and as 

8 number is Saturn- it connects close to Saturn 

the lord of lands and also rahu= number 4, 4 x 

2 = 8= Saturn- just like Saturn behaviour and 

represents  land and look at the 4th house. 

 

 Sudden gains and yews inheritance and yes 

longevity are connected to the eighth bhava or 

house. 

 

 

 The Role of Your Ninth  House Lord(bhava) 

in Inheritance and property matters in 

your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth Chart): 

 



 Your father is represented by this house and yes 

your past life karma, if there is gains from 

father or conflict in property there is a 

connection of your 8th bhava lord with the 9th 

bhava lord. 

 

  The ninth house lord and fourth house lord is a 

strong raja Yoga. 

 

 The Role of Your Eleventh  House 

Lord(bhava) in Inheritance and property 

matters in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth 

Chart): 

 

 The eleventh bhava is the house of gains so any 

connection with the fourth ,eighth or ninth 

bhava means gains from those sources. 

 

 Eleventh house could means gain in any form 

like a gifted car or house or home if 11th bhava 

connects to the fourth bhava or say gift form 

father or past life good karma if connection with 

the ninth bhava or a gift of inheritance of 

connection with the eighth bhava. 

 

 

What is the Actual status of  Second House 

(bhava)  Lord , Fourth House (Bhava Lord), 

Eighth House (bhava) Lord ,Ninth House 

(Bhava) Lord & Eleventh House (Bhava ) Lord 

in Inheritance in your Horoscope or 

Kundli(Birth Chart)? 

 



 The Actual Status of Your Second House 

Lord(bhava) in Inheritance and property 

matters in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth 

Chart): 

 As sun, is the lord of the 2nd bhava and is in the 

6th bhava. So possibility of outflows due to 

health of father and also legal matters is there. 

 

 Rahu in the 6th bhava connecting to the 2nd 

bhava suggest that expenditure on mental 

stress related issues could be there. 

 

 The Actual Status of Your Fourth  House 

Lord(bhava) in Inheritance and property 

matters in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth 

Chart): 

 The 4th bhava lord mars is in the 5th bhava, 

though not strong but in trikona house is fair, it 

is afflicted by a weak mars and also connects to 

the 3rd lord and 12th lord. 

 So some parts of property may get into your 

own initaives or business. You need to control 

your expenditure and habits as well. 

 Yes there is a possible conflict due to property  

as mars and lord of 12th bhava is there that is 

expenditure of property and money is possible 

due to conflict and otherwise. 

 You need to drive carefully. 

 

 The Actual Status of Your Eighth House 

Lord(bhava) in Inheritance and property 

matters in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth 

Chart): 



 The eight bhava lord is in the 11th bhava, so 

land related conflicts could come up.You need 

to be simply cautious about the same. 

 The lord of inheritance the 8th bhava lord is fair 

in Taurus, but retrograde- so gains would come 

to you, but you may have to go in a  round 

about manner for the same. That is work a bit 

more harder. 

 

 The Actual Status of Your Ninth  House 

Lord(bhava) in Inheritance and property 

matters in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth 

Chart): 

 

 As ninth bhava lord gets into the sixth bhava, so 

father could suffers from chronic ailments. 

 

 Also as Jupiter is there and strong and so is sun 

and malefic rahu there- so you could get father 

property fair chunk as Jupiter is fairly strong- 

but yes conflict could be there as a higher 

chance.Now this connects to your 2nd bhava- so 

outflows due to conflict would be there. 

 

 The Actual Status of Your Eleventh  House 

Lord(bhava) in Inheritance and property 

matters in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth 

Chart): 

 

 Venus the lord of gains is just OK or rather  bit 

weak in the 5th bhava.Also Retrograde Saturn is 

in the 11th bhava. 



 The friends helps is restricted for you due to 

Saturn. But sure some basic gains in general 

are promised.Yes wealth flows due to father are 

possible as 9th lord connects with the 2nd 

lord.But sure due to rahu and sun conflicts 

could come in. 

 

Special  BONUS: 

 Om Namoha shivaye 108 x as many times 

possible 

 Maha mriyunjay japam would help you a lot. 

 

 

What is the Role of Mars & Saturn /Jupiter in 

Property and inheritance Matters in Inheritance 

in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth Chart)? 

  

 What is the Role of Mars  in Inheritance in 

your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth Chart)? 

 Mars is called as dharti putra and also is the 

karaka for the 3rd bhava, so mars has a strong 

role to play for the land related matters. 

 

 A strong mars indicates gains from brother and 

also lands are possible if other indications are 

good. 

 

 What is the Role of Saturn in Inheritance in 

your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth Chart)? 

 Saturn is again number 8= is karaka for eighth 

bhava and represent land and also property so a 

strong Saturn does contribute to the land and 

yes inheritance or sudden gains for the person. 



 

 What is the Role of Jupiter  in Inheritance 

in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth Chart)? 

 

 Jupiter is a planet of grace of GOD and guru and 

also karaka for 9th bhava that is father and past 

life karma, so a strong Jupiter would give good 

gain from father even if the lord of 9th bhava is 

weak to some extent. 

 

 

What is the Status of Mars & Saturn /Jupiter in 

Property and inheritance Matters in Inheritance 

in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth Chart)? 

  

 What is the Status of Mars  in Inheritance 

in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth Chart)? 

 Mars is very weak in Scorpio- so land deals have 

to be properly made. Drive carefully. 

 

 What is the Status of Saturn in Inheritance 

in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth Chart)? 

 Saturn or shani is lord of the 8th bhava and is 

retrograde in the 11th bhava. So yes inheritance 

is there for sure. But yes one may have to put 

up some effort for the same. 

 You will get your due/gains- but in time. 

 

 

 What is the Status of Jupiter  in Inheritance 

in your Horoscope or Kundli(Birth Chart)? 

 



 A strong Jupiter promises inheritance for sure. 

But there could be some legal issues as 9th bhav 

lord are in the 6th bhava.  

 

 You would get most or almost all of the property 

of your father. 

 

 

What is the Role of your d4/varga chart or 

divisional chart  analysis in your Porperty and 

legacy/inheritance Matters? 

 

 The GOD’s language of Vedic Astrology 

distributes information beautifully across the 

lagna and the divisional charts. 

 So is true with legacy/inheritance and property 

matters. So your  d4  or chaturthamsa chart 

X d12 or lagan chart serve to cross 

corroborate the findings that we get in the 

d1 chart and also add much more additional 

value to the d1 chart. 

 Like House One (1) in d4 chart= tells how you 

would use  wealth for enjoyments 

/sufferings/wealth accumulation for happiness 

 House Two(2 )= The capacity to accumulate 

happiness through acquired property. What are 

the habits that would come due to the wealth. 

 House Third(3) = the risks that you would 

take to earn the wealth. Courage to continue the 

happiness  of the assets as the third bhava 

stands for courage . 

 House Fourth(4) = What are your fixed assets 

and what would be your fluid assets. Also as 



fourth house is mind the sense of contentment 

and happiness due to wealth. 

 House fifth(5)= House five deals with your 

poorva punya in regard to your happiness and 

destiny, also being a benefic house it suggest 

long lasting assets. 

 House sixth(6) = Losses due to enmity or 

litigation for wealth and possible division of 

wealth. 

 House seventh(7) : How much the public 

would view the wealth. That is your image that 

wealth carets. 

 House eighth(8): What are the losses that 

could be intense and permanent- mercury in 8th 

bhav gives good inheritance. 

 House ninth(9)- as wealth and religion connect 

so how much you would spend on religion or 

dharma and how. 

 House tenth(10) : As tenth bhava is the house 

of karma and d4 is for wealth so this suggests 

actions connected to wealth or possible losses to 

wealth  by own actions if the d4/10th lord is 

weak. 

 House eleventh(11): This house is of friends 

and gains, so gains of wealth by good will and 

friends or peoples benevolence. 

 House twelfth(12): As the twelfth bhav is for 

expenditure, this indicates the wasteful 

expenditure on health and also wealth outflows. 

End of happiness. Money spent for lust. If the 

12th lord is in 4th bhava as 12th bhava is foreign 

and 4th bhava is own- one lives in someone 

else’s house. 



 This report as an adjunct and cross confirmation 

of the above report could be gotten from us, 

which explains in detail each and every house as 

discussed above for the d4 divisional chart. 

 Plus confirms and adds value to the same by 

cross checking with the d1 chart. A must for 

anyone who wants a comprehensive property 

analysis. 

 This report could be gotten by intimating us and 

making a payment of 999 rs or 20 $ below. 

 

What is the Actual Status of your d4/varga 

chart or divisional chart  analysis in your 

Property and legacy/inheritance Matters? 

 

 

Your Specific Query Analyzed Here( BONUS- 

basic comment on ONE core Query of yours to 

do with legacy)? 

 

Would I get the legacy of my father? 

 

 As mentioned in the report you would get most 

of the inheritance or almost all. 

 Yes some conflict is possible due to 6th bhava 

and malefic in the 6 th bhava like sun and rahu. 

 

 

 

We wish you all the best in Life, 



Arjun Pundit for astrozing.com 

 
 

For any Clarification Regarding This Report– 

Kindly Feel Free To Send Us a Mail at E-Mail Id 

Given Below: 

 

 astrozing.com@gmail.com  

 

 

 

 

 


